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In This Issue-
The president's fall address to the campus community, which opens this issue, reminds 
us that "keeping the faith" means a recommitment to teaching and to our curriculum. We 
are reminded as well that so much is just around the corner: the transition to the DeVos 
Center, academic and administrative reorganization, the medical and research center in 
Grand Rapids, more graduate education, the president's retirement, a new millenium full 
of yet more hope, more plans. I am pleased to publish President Lubbers' reflections and 
counsel on all these matters. 
The special focus for this issue is a sampling of the work presented at the September 
1999 Word and Image Conference. Sponsored by the division of Arts & Humanities and 
expertly organized and managed by David Ihrman (Assistant Professor of English), 
GVSU scholars presented work on a range of topics that took us from "Wartime Propa-
ganda Posters" to" Optatian Porfyry and the Field of Roman Verse." We have published 
here six of the fourteen papers offered at this conference. 
The special focus section opens with Peimin Ni' s study of moral implications in 
Chinese calligraphy. His clever readings of some of the most beautiful examples of this 
ancient art help bring together-the highest aesthetic achievement, as Ni tells us, in the 
Chinese intellectual tradition-the false separation of subject and object, the heavenly 
and human. Next, Lisa Feurzeig's essay offers us a rich examination of "idea in song" in 
the work of Franz Schubert, a composer whose work with song as the image of an idea, 
also seeks to bridge the boundaries of heaven and earth, harmonizing the familiar 
dissonance that separates human and divine. 
This issue also includes two essays about Spanish literature. Gabriela Pozzi guides 
our gaze through another set of transgressed boundaries-the public and private-in her 
examination of picture and narrative in the sicaliptic texts of early twentieth-century 
Spain. Such a word as" sicaliptic" itself, we learn, was coined, erased, and revived as the 
hard edges of the boundaries between prudish art and pornography thawed throughout 
this century. Diane Wright offers us a study of the Cantigas de Santa Maria, a collection of 
thirteenth-century images, miracle stories, and songs in honor of the Virgin Mary. In the 
late twentieth century we have discovered (once again) the" interactive" possibilities of 
image and text. Wright illustrates well that every novelty has its antecedents. 
What does a person look like; what is it like to look? Can we see what the photographer 
means? David Rathbun's thoughtful insights into the nature of portraiture fasten a lens 
on a familiar genre, catching just the right light, making it all new. And illustrations for 
Kipling's Just So Stories show us how delightful is the interplay of image and text. A set of 
drawings by Lorelle Thomas reveal how dynamic this interaction can be. 
Patricia Clark, our poet in residence, has shared with us more of her work. And the 
poets Laurie MacDiarmid and James Ballard once again share their contemporary vision 
with readers of the Grand Valley Review. You'll certainly enjoy as well Kathleen 
Blumreich' s "Dogfight," and Leslie Newman's pair of short poems. 
To round out this issue, there are book reviews from three English faculty. Jim Persoon 
finds a place for the sicaliptic (we already make use of what we learn from Pozzi) literary 
figure, Philip Larkin. Linda Chown gives us a very informed review of a new biography 
on Mark Twain. And finally, we can thank Carol Kountz for her lively reading of Effective 
Grading, a book that she convincingly persuades returns us to teaching, our top priority. 
We all should be very pleased with the enthusiastic participation of each one of these 
contributors. Sharing our ideas, our art, and our scholarship with each other builds 
community. I look forward to reading submissions for the spring issue. You may send 
them directly to my office in 2343 MAK. A call for new work, a description of upcoming 
journal themes, and deadlines maybe found atwww. gvsu. edu/royerd/GVReview/. 
-Dan Royer 
Editor 
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